Happy New Year Everyone,
I just finished reading the letter I wrote last year and am amazed at how much time it takes to
get the work done. I suppose that I should not be surprised as a review of all my past newsletters reveals a continuing theme of how programmers cannot read calendars or tell time.

As we wrote that letter we were relieved to have been able to convert the estimating system
source code from a development platform that was introduced in the year 2000 to one that
came into existence in 2010. This may appear as if it is a trivial operation but it really is not as
it involves replacing development libraries that were used from various vendors who are no
longer available or who have not been upgraded to the new platforms, with new libraries.
The reasons we had to do this were the same as when we had to rewrite our software as a
Windows application when many of you were still using our DOS system. The DOS System
had reached an end of life an could not be improved. Our previous version of our Windows
Program had reached an end of life and we needed to modernize many of the features it contained and replace the Reporting System.

In our January 2016 letter we wrote that version 10.2 was done and that we would start on
the reporting system. At that time we believed that the rest would be smooth sailing and we
would be done quickly, but we failed to take into account the many new features that were
going to have to be added to the Estimating System and how much time it would take to implement those.
So we will start from the beginning. Version 10.5 of the estimating system was released to a
few sites in the third quarter of 2016. The sites we chose were primarily customers on networks with multiple users. We believed that if they approved the program then it would be
usable by all. This test identified many areas that needed work and in some cases complete
rewrite of the modules.

During the first week of 2017 we released version 10.5.1.188 and it is our belief that this completes the construction and testing phase. We have a few requests for new features and we
will add those in as we progress through the year.
The new version contains the following:
Bugs Squashed – For many years we have known that a bug existed that would throw an exception, that is the technical term for those bug reports that you have seen. Many of those

Remember our users decide on what needs to be done.

We cannot do it all but we listen to everybody.

bug reports that we received gave us an ideas as to how we might correct the problem. One
in particular has been around for years and we could never eliminate it. That is not to say
that we did not try, we always, as most programmers believe, thought it was something we
did wrong.
We are glad to say that we finally eliminated the Access Violation after working with one of
our vendors who discovered that the problem was in his library not with our source code.
This was an immense relief to us and as soon as we implemented it we noticed a significant
increase in speed and stability in the program.
Reporting – As we mentioned last year we found that we had been forced into recreating all
the reports that our previous version included using a new report designer. The new reports
are all completed and some of them have various configurations. All of these reports when
selected will be displayed in a preview format on the screen. In this way they can be reviewed for completeness and once they are ready to be printed they can be sent to a printer,
or they can be converted to a PDF report for emailing, can be converted to a Spreadsheet
and displayed in Excel or be converted into a RTF Document and displayed as a Word Document where it can be edited as needed. Another limitation that our previous reports contained was the lack of breakout quotes on some of the reports. We have now added
breakout quote data to all reports so that all reports should have similar totals.

Bid Take Off Details Formats 1 and 2
The image may make it difficult to perceive but the report we have been using has been
augmented with color highlights to indicate items with zero value. In addition each assembly
or special item is totaled and has calculated unit values associated with it.

Breakout, Account Code and Material Type Totals
In previous versions an estimator could generate a totals only report that contained a very limited set of data The new format contains a complete set of totals for all the components in a
breakout.

Cost Code Summary
The Cost Code Summary report has been modified so that the Expenses and Quotes sections
now display values rather than markup, overhead and tax percentages

Copy Estimate – In the past if an estimate was contained in an archive directory copying it to
your working directory required the use of the Export – Import program. We now have a new
Utility that can copy most version 9 or 10 estimates in one step very easily. This is going to be
particularly useful to you if you are using different databases for Change Orders, Project Management or just archiving.

Copy Specials – Most of our power users had figured out how to copy Specials created in one
job to the current job using the Copy Breakout Utility. The problem with this technique was
that the items copied were added to the estimate and would then be deleted, modified or
moved. Another limitation was that you had to select one item or all the items in the source
breakout. In addition to that limitation items imported did not honor the destinations labor
column.
We have now incorporated an import button in the Special Item Utility that will allow you to
copy one, a few or all the specials from any other estimate. These imported items will be
added to the special item list and can be used as is wherever they may be needed. The imported specials will also copy any fill items that may have been used with the previous special.

New Updated Database – We now have available a new modern database that can be purchased. This new data set contains new parts reflective of the current products used in today’s markets as well as many new assemblies containing these new parts. This database will
completely replace your current parts, assembly and menu tables. Historically when the plus
system was shipped the database contained +/-15000 parts and +/-5000 assemblies. The new
database contains +/-18000 parts and +/-8000 Assemblies. Many parts and assemblies were
eliminated or modified so they were more representative of the products in use in our current markets.
The following links will display a PDF of the indexes of the described tables.

List of Indexes in Parts Table
List of Indexes in Assembly Table
List of Menu’s

Finally, in todays social media intense environments I wish you to invite you to visit us on our
new webpage, on our Facebook page and follow us on twitter. The links below will take you
to the various sites where you can leave a comment, friend us, like us or follow us.
Follow us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Visit our new Web site

